Driving Directions

1720 University Blvd
Birmingham, AL 35233

From I-65 South:
Exit onto 4th Avenue South (Exit 259B). Proceed to 18th Street South and turn right. Proceed to 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard and turn right. The entrance to our parking deck will be on the right, located between UAB Callahan Eye Hospital and UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry, and is designated with an overhead sign.

From I-65 North:
Exit onto University Boulevard (Exit 259). Continue East through the UAB campus. UAB Callahan Eye Hospital is on the corner of 18th Street and 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard on the left. Our parking deck will be on the left, before the 18th Street intersection. The parking deck entrance is located between UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry and UAB Callahan Eye Hospital, and is designated with an overhead sign.

From I-20/59 North:
Follow I-20/59 to the junction of I-65. Take I-65 South to 4th Avenue South (Exit 259B). Proceed to 18th Street South and turn right. Proceed to 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard and turn right. The entrance to our parking deck will be on the right, located between UAB Callahan Eye Hospital and UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry, and is designated with an overhead sign.

From I-20/59 South:
Follow I-20 to the junction of I-65. Take I-65 South to 4th Avenue South (Exit 259B). Proceed to 18th Street South and turn right. Proceed to 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard and turn right. The entrance to our parking deck will be on the right, located between UAB Callahan Eye Hospital and UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry, and is designated with an overhead sign.

From U.S. 280 West:
Follow Highway 280 West until it merges with Highway 31 North to Birmingham and becomes the Red Mountain Expressway. Proceed north and exit onto University Boulevard. Merge right onto 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard. UAB Callahan Eye Hospital is on the corner of 18th Street and 8th Avenue/University Boulevard. The entrance to our parking deck will be on the right, located between UAB Callahan Eye Hospital and UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry, and is designated with an overhead sign.

From U.S. 31 North:
Follow Highway 31 through Homewood until it becomes the Red Mountain Expressway. Proceed north and exit onto University Boulevard. Merge right onto 8th Avenue South/University Boulevard. UAB Callahan Eye Hospital is on the corner of 18th Street and 8th Avenue/University Boulevard. The entrance to our parking deck will be on the right, located between UAB Callahan Eye Hospital and UAB Eye Care/UAB School of Optometry, and is designated with an overhead sign.
Patient Drop-off and Pick-up Area:
Our patient drop-off and pick-up area in the parking deck is located on Level 1 (red level) for your convenience.

Patients with Limitations:
Handicap parking is located on Levels 1, 2, 3 and 7 of the parking deck. Other entrances are not handicap accessible.

Directions:
For detailed directions see reverse side.